Eye care is essential to good health, yet 1.3 billion people live with vision impairment and can’t get the care they need. Through Eyes of Hope, VSP supports eye doctors with no-cost eyewear to provide access to people in need worldwide.

Donations include new optical frames and sunglasses provided by VSP Global® companies, and gently used, refurbished glasses donated by VSP® doctors, clients, and members.

Partner Eligibility
To request a donation for an outreach event or mission trip, you or your partnering organization must:

• Provide people in need with access to an optometrist or ophthalmologist,
• Receive the donation shipment within the U.S.

Due to U.S. regulations, used eyewear may only be dispensed to people in need outside the U.S. New optical frames and sunglasses may be dispensed to people in need anywhere in the world.

Request a Donation
To request an eyewear donation, please visit vspglobal.com/eyeweardonation.

Learn More
For more information, email eyeweardonation@vsp.com.

Together with VSP network doctors, VSP Eyes of Hope initiatives have provided access to no-cost eye care and eyewear for more than 2.5 million people in need.

globaleyesofhope.com